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(U) Thia paper wiU highlight crucial global trends in the technological developments of
"aatellite. and tAe application of this technology releuant· to developing Southeast" A.ian
countrie•. Worldwide.pace .,.temB, regio1l4l .pace pro,ramB, as weU as qom.estic space
progranu" in certain cleueloJlinl Asian countries. wUl alao be emmin.ed. Moreouer, emmIJl.es
of con.{iguraJion dui,M and technological adaptations, which were carried out in several
A.ian countries, their reieoon.ce, and future possible applications are discussed.

1.0. INTRODUCTION (U)
(0) The potential for satellites to provide communications and scientific services is
enormous, yet the use or space technology is still in its infancy in Asian countries.
However, in the wake of the sudden evaporation of communism, Asia is adapting to a new
world order by poising itseltto become the world's economic powerhouse towards the end of
" this decade. Therefore. there is no doubt that the Asian region ~11 become a major
satellite industry marketplace in the 1990&. Moreover. the diversity throughout Asia
suggests that there is no single formula for satellite usage. Each nation has its own
unique set otmarket factors, national priorities and indigenous capabilities that will come
into play. With this in mind. the successful player" will be one who is sensitive to the
individual nuances of each Asian country and is able to fine-tune productS, tailor services
and adopt new technologies to meet the specific demands ot each nation.

2.0. GLOBAL TRENDS IN THE TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
OF SATELLITES (U)
(U) Space technology and its applications, especially in the areas ot communications,
meteorology, education, and natural resources, hav~ had a significant impact on the
development of nations. As nations continue to strive towards a greater "reliance on space,
global trends in the areas ottelecommunlcations~ remote sensing, and very small aperture
terminals (VSAT) applications will continue to" influence the life-styles of society as a
""
whole.
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(U) Space technology has ~evolutionized the communication process.
Telecommunications networks have increasingly become the primary highway for
information and data traffic transfer across the globe. Through the use oC satellites, the
internationalization of military. economic, and political issues is becoming a reality.
(U) Communication satellites are being utilized increasingly for national
requirements, because they are able to otTer a variety of services, including telephonic
communication, television broadcasting, telex, and facsimiJe. Another added benefit is the
ability to overcome land obstacles, such as mountains, to communicate with remote
locations.

J.J. Remote Sensing (U)
(U) One of the nuijor uses of space technology has been in the area of remote sensing. It

is often considered to be the second most important space technology after
telecommunications. Through international cooperation, countries have been able to use
this technology to obtain unique solutions to issues ranging from resource management to
drug traffteking interdiction.
2.2.1. Deft.ni,., Remote Sensing (V)

(U) Remote sensing is the collection, via aircraft or satellites, of solar radiation
reflected (rom land and water surfaces or of radiation artitlcially emitted and reflected
from land surfaces.
(U) Remote sensing satellites are equipped with sensor devices capabJe of picking up
different forms of radiation and using them to reconstruct images of the area being
reflected. Various sensors are used to respond to different bands of electromagnetic
radiation in order to construct different maps based on the conditions of locations. There
are two basic types ofsensors: optical and microwa ve.

1. (U) Optical sensors are passive systems. The systems are sensitive to various
light conditions such as infrared and visible. Optical sensors include multispectral
scanner (MSS) subsystems, the Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) camera, the Thematic
.
Mapper (TM). and the High Resolution Visible (HRV) camera.
2. eU) Microwave sensors can be either active or passive. Active systems transmit
signals and then receive the reflected signals. Microwave sensors are found in synthetic
aperture radar (SAR). the radar aJtimeter (RA), and the microwave scanning radiometer
(MSR). The primary advantage of the radar systems is their ability to see through clouds
and nighttime conditions.
2.2.2. IlItI!"lI4lional Cooperation (U)

(U) Remote sensing began in the United States with the introduction of an earth
resouree satellite. Today. the development of remote sensing programs is considered to be
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an important part of space programs in many countries, and the utilization and
development of new remote sensing satellites have continued to expand. The primary
remote sensing satellites utilized by Southeast
Asian countries are owned and operated by the
United States, France. Japan, the European
Space Agency (ESA), and India.
2.2.2.1. United. States (U)
(u) The United States launched the first
remote sensing satellites during the 19608,
eventually followed by the civilian. non·
meteorological LANDSAT series. The vivid
images produced by LANDSATs 1·3 were
immediately put into practical use by aiding in
the management of the world's food. energy and
environment. Subsequently, many countries,
including Thailand. built ground stations to
receive data from LANDSAT .images , while a
two-company consortium was formed in the U.S.
to sell the images.

Pi,. 1. USA's LANDSAT.' sldelllte(U)

(U) LANDSAT-4 and LANDSAT-5 were launched in July 1982 and March 1984.
respectively, and placed into a sun-synchronous orbit at an inclination of 98.2 degrees.
Both satellites are equipped with a 30m resolution Thematic Mapper (TM) and an 80m
resolution multispectral scanner (MSS). The satellites are capable of providing up to 100
images a day that are 185 km wide with a 14 percent side overlap at the equator,
increasing with altitude. Real-time TM data are transmitted. at a rate of 84.9Mb1s on the
X-band, while MSS data are transmitted at 15Mbls on the S-band.
~In mid-April 1993, LANDSAT·6 (fig.
1) was going through its rmal check-out phase
before its shipment to a U.S. testing range, and
its launch is expected to occur in July 1993. The
satellite will be equipped with an Enhanced
Thematic Mapper (ETM) tor its primary sensor.
The ETM allows for 15m-resolution
panchromatic capability, with up to 900 images
per day.

Fic. 2. ""lUtce's SPOT·ll1ateUite (ID
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2.2.2.2. France (U)
(U) Franee initiated the SPOT (Experimental Satellite tor Earth Observation)
program in 1978 and established the firm SPOT Image SA in 1982. The objective of the
program is the sale of photographic imagery {or studies in the areas of agriculture,
forestry, mineral and oil exploration, and mapping.
(U) SPOT-I was launched on 22 February 1986 on an AriQM 1 rocket from Kourou,
French Guiana. It was the first remote-sensing satelHte w~th potential' military
applications launched outside ofthe U.S., USSR, or China. The satellite was launched into
a circular, sun-synchronous orbit with a period of 101.4 minutes, and a 26-day/369 orbit
repeat cycle. The payload consists of an HRV pushbroom-eharged coupledoilevice imaging
system. The SPOT sensing system operates in the visible and near-infrared bands·
providing black-and-white images wi~ a resolution of 10 meters. Color images are
produced Crom input in three narrow spectral bands. SPOT·1 was intended to have a lifespan of two years, but it was operable until the French deactivated it on 31 Decem~r
1990. after nearly five years in orbit (r'IUre 2).
(U) SPOT-2 became France's primary remote sensing satellite in January 1990 with
the deactivation of SPOT-I. SPOT-2, also launched from French Guiana, was boosted by
an Ariane 4 rocket into essentially the same orbit as SPOT·I. SPOT-2's design is similar
to that ofSPOT·1, with the exception of four charge-coupled. device (CCD) arrays combined
in each HRV detection unit. It is also equipped with an additional system. designated
Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS), for accurate
orbit determination. France is developing another earth observation satellite, SPOT-S,
which is scheduled to be launched. in 1993.
2.2.2.3. Japan (U)
(U) The Japanese have three remote sensing programs, the Marine Observation
Satellite (MOS-I), launched in February 1987, the Earth Resources -Satellite (JEllS-I),
launched in February 1992. and the Advanced Earth Observation Satellite (ADEOS),
projected to be launched in February 1996.
(U) The MOS-I, Japan's first domestic earth resourees satellite. was launched in
February 1987 by a two-stage N-II launch vehicle from Tanegashima Space Center. MOS1 had a planned operational life span of two years, with MOS-lb providing eaverage
fonowing its launch in February 1990. Both 740·kg satellites were placed into a sunsynchronous orbit at an altitude ofapproximately 909 km and an inclination of99 degrees.
Each satellite is equipped. with onboard sensors consisting of a multispectral electronic
self-scanning radiometer (MESSR), a microwave scanning ~diometer (MSR), a visible
and thermal infrared radiometer (VTIRl, and a data collection system transponder
(DCST). Both satellites were developed primarily for monitoring ocean phenomena and
~tablishing common technology for polar-orbiting earth observation satellites.

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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Fil.S. Japan's JERS·18ateJlite (U)

(U) The primary mission of the earth observation satellite is to monitor the earth's
surface features primarily for resource exploration, land survey. agriculture, forestry and
fishery. environmental protection, disaster prevention, and coastal monitoring. Moreover,
in April 1993 the Japanese Natural Resources and Energy Agency will coordinate with the
Metal Mining Agency of Japan to begin using the JEftS..l satellite to spot deposits of gold.
silver and other valuable metals worldwide. The data obtained by the satellite on ten sites
will be analyzed by computers for mineral deposits. Three of the sites are in Latin
America and one site each in North Ameriea, Australia, Africa. Mongolia, Indonesia, the
Russian Far East and Kyushu, Japan. 1£ the data on one of the foreign areas strongly
suggest that deposits exist. Japan may begin negotiations with the country involved
regarding exploration rights and joint projects.

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

2.2.2.4. European Space Agency (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

2.2.2.5. India (U)

(U) India began its earth observation program with the launch of two BHASKARA
experimental satellites. These satellites. which carried two TV cameras and a mierowave
radiometer. were Soviet-launched missions to study India's land and water resources.
(U) The BHASKARA satellites were succeeded by the Indian Remote Sensing Satellite
(IRS). which was designed and developed by the Indian Space Research Organization

(lSRO). The first two satellites oCthe series.lRS-lA and IRS-IB were launched by Soviet
SL-3 boosters (rom Tyuratam on 17 March 1988 and 29 August 1991, respectively. Both
975-kg satellites were placed into 904-km sun-synchronous polar orbits with 99-degree
inclinations. The two satellites are virtually identical. with each satellite having a Courband imaging system with three French-built CCD cameras, called Linear Imaging Sel!
Scanners (LISS), capable ofproviding 36.25-m and 72.5-m resolution.
(U) The mission of the IRS program is threerold: ilf'st, to establish an indigenous
capability to design, develop, and deploy a three-axis stabilized sun-synchronous polarorbiting satelJite carrying near-state-ot-the-art cameras providing imagery Cor earth
resources applieation; ~nd, to establish and routinely operate ground-based systems Cor
spacecraft data reception, recording, processing, data product generation. analysis, and
archiving, as well as mission control faeilities~ and, third, to use data Crom IRS satellites
and other sources to properly survey and manage resources in areas such 8.8 agriculture.
geology. and hydrology.

. . , JI!8lft MM......
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2.2.3. Remo" Senaing AppCicationa (U)
(U) Environmental satel1ites are being used in developing countries to aid in the
manapment of Earth's resources. Data provided by the satellites provide scientists with
the tools and information necessary in the administration oC urban land, the production of
agricultural crops, the identification of mineral deposits, and the prediction of population
changes. Asian countries are showing an increasing interest in the technology of remote
sensing and in the Geographic Information System, a conversion oC images into a digital
Cormat that can be analyzed on a computer. In India, analysis oC satellite data found that
nearly twenty-three million potentially cultivable hectares are lying in waste. In
Pakistan, nearly ten million hectares have problems being waterlogged with salt
aceretion. Meanwhile. almost 50 percent of the land in Vietnam has been Cound to be
unproductive. Remote sensing technology has also led to the creation of the Southeast
Asia Ministries of Education Orpnization (SEAMEO) project involving five Southeast
Asian countries. The project's goal is to estimate the amount of deforestation that has
occurred in the region sinee 1980 and to present solutions aimed at solving the current
situation.

2.3 WAT. ((I)
(U) Very small aperture terminals (VSATs) represent a growing aspect of satellite
communications by providing reliable transmission oC diptal information Cor data, voice
and video using verY small antennas. VSATs are also capable of providing communic:ation
networkl that are insensitive to distance and terrain, can be used with encryption devices
for greater security, and can be used in corUunction with public telephone service orwork
independently.
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2.3.1. VSAT Strudurec (U)

(U) Most VSAT networks are arranged in a star configuration with a central hub earth
station. The network typically consists or a satellite, a central hub station or satellite dish
with an antenna 6 to 8 meters in diameter, and any number or VSAT terminals using
antennas that are 1.2 to 1.8 meters in diameter (fisure 4),

I E.O. 13526, section I.4(c)
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2.3.2. VSAT BeMfits (U)
(U) The reliance upon VSAT networks, both domestically and internationally, has
been rapidly increasing. This trend is expeeted to continue, because VSAT networks have
the potential to meet the continually changing growth requirements of communication
at.ellit.e uaers at a relatively low cost. Other VSAT benefits include the following:
•

Access to remote sites

•

High reliability

•

Rapid deployment

•

Improved bandwidth capability

•

Flexible network configuration

•

Sophisticated network management

•

Lower/stable costs

•

End·to-end network control

•

One vendor for products and services

(U) In addition, within five years, both domestic and international VSAT services will
be developed to support full Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) quality and
wideband services as satellite capabilities continue to"increase. The main advantage will
be the ability to deliver digital services directly to customers via a VSAT antenna located
on a roof or on a desk. Other VSAT trends include Local Area Network connectivity,
hubless VSAT networks, high.quality compressed video, smaller and cheaper VSATs, and
value-added services such as electronic mail.

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

1. (U) Proprietary VSAT·associated software and algorithms vary Crom company to
company.
2. (U) As transmission frequency increases, signal access becomes more difficult.
3. (U) VSATs are completely digital and can be easily encrypted .
4. (U) Direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS), normally associated with C·band
broadcasta, makes SIGINTdetection and collection more difflcult.

o. (0) Since VSATs provide private data networks, it is more diff"'lCult to identify and

collect the smaller, independent networks. However, since all relays in a network are
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performed on a single satellite, once the uplink/downlink from the main hub is accessed,
all oftha sipals from the terminals can be accessed.

3.0. GLOBAL SATELLITE PROGRAMS SERVICING SOUTHEAST ASIA (U)
(U) For the past twenty-nine years, INTEIJSAT and INMARSAT have been the
backbone of worldwide communications and have been pioneers in technological advances.
They have brought telecommunications to isolated countries, where at one time the
distance to the nearest telephone was measured in hundreds of miles, and enabled them to
be opened up to the rest of the world.

1.1. IHTBLSAT (U)
(U) The International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (ITSO), also called
INTELSAT, was established in 1964 to provide a worldwide. commercial satellite network.
The INTELSAT network comprises many operational satellites located over the Atlantic,
Indian, and Pacific Ocean regions. These satellites provide services, including
international switched traffic and international television leases. to 120 member
countzies. In addition, several countries, including Thailand. have either bought or leased
transponders from INTELSAT to meet domestic needs.

J'i.... INTELSAT.VI ...tellite(U)
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(U) INTELSAT is developing a new series ofsatellites, INTELSAT-7, for use over the
Pacific region. The new satellites are expected to provide broadcast services and would
operate from fixed positions over continents. The satellites will feature three
independently steerable KU-band spot beams and one independently steerable C-band
spot beam which can be steered to accommodate changing traffic patterns and service
requir.ements .

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

3.2. IN MARSAT (U)
J,iiiIi!J'f The International Maritime
Satellite Organization (lNMARSAT),
established in 1979, is an international
partnership of sixty-seven member countries
which operates the space segment for the
provision of mobile satellite communications
to customers at sea, on land and in the air. As
of March 1993, the global maritime,
aeronautical and land mobile satellite
services are being provided through the
INMARSA T 2 series of satellites (figure 7) to

over 27,000 mobile terminals commissioned
in over 135 cities. The primary [NMARSAT
satellite operating over the Indian Ocean
Region is INMARSAT 2-Fl at 64.5 degrees
east.
Fig. 7. INMARSAT·2 satellite (U)
~INMARSAT provides telephone, telex, data, and facsimile transmissions, and
distress and safety communications services to shipping and offshore communities. The
provision of these services is accomplished by three key network elements: the Ship Earth
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Stations (SES), the sPace· segment, and the Coast Earth Stations (CES). In addition, a
representative from INMARSAT has indicated that four third-generation satellites are
currently under construction for deployment in 1994-1995. This will ~llow an expanded
range or services to smaller, more portable terminals, betore the proposed introduction of
INMARSAT-P services near the end of the decade.

4.0. REGIONAL AND DOMESTIC PROGRAMS SERVICING
SOUTHEA.ST ASIA (U)

(U) Since the initial launch of Indonesia's ·PALAPA series satellites in 1916, the
number of regioD;aJ and domestic programs servicing the Southea·st Asia region has .grown
steadily and will approach seven programs by the year 2000. These programs include six
pvernment-backed endeavors and a single commercial endeavor. In addition to the ones
de&eribed in this section, Thailand, Papua New Guinea, South Korea, and Malaysia are
eaeh planning domestic communications satellite programs.

4.1. ASlASAT (UJ

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

(U) The satellite, an H8-376 spin-stabilized
mOdel with an estimatecllifespan of nine to ten
years. is equipped with twenty-four C-band
transponders.. Ante~ coverage includes a
single zonal beam accommodating almost all of
Chbla and a single southern beam. covering
Southern Asia from Vietnam to Turkey, speciFiI. S. ASIASAT·hateIUte (til .
fically providing 36dBW to ThaiJand and Pakis-.
tan. The effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) Cor the maximum footprint il.a
minimum of ~7dBW. Associated frequencies tor the satellite include.
• 5 925-6.425 GHz {Uplink) .

.. .

~.
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3.7Q0..4.200 GHz (Downlink)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

4.1. PALAPA CUJ

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)
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rag. 8. Indonesia's PALAPA·B satellite (V)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

4.3. TOHGASAT (0)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)
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1.0. COUNTRY STUDIES (U)
(U) The nations of'Southeast Asia, in terms of size, population, culture and economic
development, comprise one of the most diverse regions on earth. Despite this, many or
these nations share common goals: to build up the basic infrastructure, to develop the
domesUe sector, to secure a permanent place in the global economy, and. most importantly,
to have ac:eess to strategic information and to establish a firm base for information
teehnolOl)' skills. In the pursuit ofthese goals, the region is turning to satellite technology
for solutions and the key to modernization. With this in mind, the next section of this
paper will describe national goals, existing telecommunication infrastructures,
~ternational cooperation, and future trends for emerging space programs in Burma,
Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, and Vietnam.

8.0. BURMA (MYANMAR)(U)

8.1. Requiremmt.t (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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E.O. 13526, section l.4(c)

GoaJa ((1)

(U) Burma has been implementing various telecommunications development projeets
since 1975. of which the two most important major ones were the First
Telecommunications Development Project 0979-1981) and the Second
Telecommunications Development Projeet (1982-1987). A third project referred to as the
"Establishment of a Domestic Satellite Communications System" has been implemented.
since 1990. This projeet consisted of the installation ofa satellite earth station at Rangoon
and twelve remote satellite earth stations in provincial towns, all designed to use
transponders on the telecommunications satellite ASIASAT-1. Future
telecommunications projeets are bei~g initiated under a plan titled "The Planning Support
to Telecom Expansion Project-Co~ultancy Services." The plan is operating under the
assistance of the Center ror Telecommunications Development, under the International
Telecommunications Union (lTU). The development objectives include the rollowing:
•

To assist Burma in improving and expanding its telecommunications
infrastructure by providing experts to work with local professional staffs

•

To establish a Telecommunications Planning Branch within the organization
responsible r~r developing Burma's telecommunications

•

To complete a telecommunications development "M.aster Plan" Cor Burma

(U) Burma's telecommunic8.tions facilities are entirely state owned. Control or this
sector hal been vested in the Ministry or Communications, Posts Ie Telegraph. Under the
ministry, the Myanmar Posts and Telecommunications (MPT) has the responsibility ror
the development, operation, and maintenance of'all domestic and international services in
the country (Appe~ B).
.
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1.4. JWget (U)
Burma's 1991 revenues were US $7.2 billion with expenditures or US $9.3 billion,
including capital expenditures of US $6 billion. The bulk or financing for M"s
developmental programs has come from the International Development Association (IDA),
the Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund (OECF). and assistance rrom the Organization
o£Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).
(m

1.5. Inrhrtria (U)
(U) Because of a lack of suft"':tclent funds and civil unrest within the country, Burma
has no governmental or private industries producing indigenous space materials. All
telecommunications equipment is supplied and funded abroad and is highly regulated by
theMPT.

(SC) Access to satellite technololY has aided in the improvement of Burma's
telecommunications infrastructure. :\lost international assistance has come from China's
wiUingneu to provide Burma with a domestic satellite network. However, rums from
various countries, including Pakistan, Thailand, and the United States, have expressed a
desire to provide financial and technical assistance.

6.6.1. ASIASAT (UJ

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

...........MIM:

!

6.6.2. Claina (U)

i E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

I

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c) I

6.6.3.INMARSAT(U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

6.6.4. Pakislon (U)

I E.O. 13526, section lA(c)
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I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

6.6.5. Singapore (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

6.6.6. South Korea(U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

6.6.1. Thciland(UJ

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

6.B.B. U railed StGtes (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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1.7. l..cuIdI, rat, and Command It ~ Fat:iUtiea (U)
(ll) As a result of a dependence on international monetary assistance. the Burmese
(Overnment is unable to afford. space c\eveloPDlent and launch facilities. Therefore, the
(Ovemment focuses its space-related resources primarily on upgrading its INTELSAT
Cacility and expanding ita current television' broad.ca$ting capabilities via its domestic
communications satellite (OOKSAT) network.

6.1.1. Fiucl Earth SlGtioll8 (U)
(U) There are currently two main luted earth stations located in Burma - an
INTELSAT station and a master DOMSAT station (Table 1). There are also numerous
TVRO stations throughout the countryside.

Table!

MaJor Space FacWtle& in Burma '

T,pe ofFacility

BE Nu.mber

Geographic Coordinate

Togyaungale

INTELSAT

0677-00738

1651N 09613E

Rangoon

MASTER
'DOMSAT

0677-01766

1749N 09610E

Fcicility LoctJIion

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
(U) All the international 'telephone and. telegraph circuits are operated through a
Standard "B" INTELSAT earth station located in Rangoon, which was commissioned since
February 1979. As of June 1990, the MPI' bad twenty-six SCPC~SK channels
connecting to other countries through Japan.. Singapore, Hong Kong, the United Kinsdom,
India. and Thailand. As a result of the in~ase in the amount of overseas telephone
trame, the, MPT is implementing a project named' the '"ImProvement ot International
Telecommunications Facilities" under OECF rmancing. The project involves constructing
a Standard ftA" earth station with 110 ini~ial channels and 200 International Digital
Telephone Exchange lines. This new program is designed to upgrade the Stored Program
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\ E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

6.1.2. COmIll4M" Control Facilities (U)
(V) There are no command and control facilities located in Burma.

6.1.3 Launch Facilities (U)
(V) There are no satellite launch facilities located in Burma.

6.1.4. Teati. Facilities (U)
(U) There are no satellite testing facilities located in Burma.

(V) The govem~nt ofJ;lurma does not own or operate any satellite boosters .

.... Typu of sGtellita (U)
(U) The government ofBurma does not have the fun. or technology necessary to build
and operate any type of satellite. Theretore, its use of satellites has been confined to the
lealing of transponders on communica~ona satellites. However, Burma's immediate
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fut.ure may include the expanded use of remote sensing satellites and the use of VSAT
technology for clvil aviation.
8.9.1. Jleteorological and. Remote SeMing (U)

(U) The government of Burma does not maintain any type of meteorolORical or remote
sensinc programs. However, data from LANDSAT, SPOT, and IRS could provide the
Burmese IOvernment. with an eff'ective tool to combat. the drug trafficking problem within
the region.
8.9.2. Commun.icotioM Satellite Program (a)

I E.O. 13526, section 1A(c)
6.9.:1. VSAT (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

6.9.4. Scicnti(u: Sa.teUite Program (U)

(U) Burma neither supports nor has participated in any scientific satellite program.
6.9.5. Marr&a Space Program (U)
(U) Burma neither supports nor has participated in any man.necl space program.
.
.

1.10. TNnds CU)

I Withheld from
I
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7.0. CAMBODIA (U)

(U) Cambodia's telecommunications infrastructure has been a casualty of war. The

little infrut.ructure that had. been established was destroyed by civil war during the
1970s. Today, guerrilla warfare has rendered much of the country unsafe for any form of
development, while resources have been diverted from development to national defense.

7.2. Goals (UJ
(U) Cambodia's primary goal is to rebuild its telecommunications throughout the
countryside. Government offlciala have noted that the development of a communications
network, allowing access to isolated areas, is necessary before peace can be obtained in the
country.

7.1 OrganizaUanaI Structure (UJ
(m Cambodia~s telecotnmunications are managed by the Ministry of Post, Transport
and Communications (MPT). As of April 1993, the minister of the MPT was So !thum.
The Directorate of Posts and TeleCommunications (DPT) is subordinate to the MPT.
However, it is uncertain how the Cambodian elections, held during May 1993, will aff'ect
the structure of the telecommunications industry in Cambodia (Appendix C).

7.4.

a.rget (U)

.(U) Cambodia's GNP was estimated at US ,890 million in 1989.

7.5. IrdIItria (Ci)
(U) As a result of Cambodia's civil unrest, there are no governmental industries
producing indigenous space materials. Within the private seetor, Cambodia's only spacerelated industry is a joint venture with a Thai firm. Thailand's Samart
Telecommunications Corporation signed a joint venture contract with Cambodian
authorities for the establishment of Cambodia Samart Co. in .Pbnom Penh. The
cambodian f1f1D. will sell satellite dishes, television aniennas, and telecommunications
equipment, ai well as prepare for various projects. ·Tbe Thai flrm was to provide technical
training for the Cambodians as part of its long-term commitment.

7.1. InternatiGnal coopratiGn CUJ

eu)

All of Cambodia's telecommunications projects are supplied and funded abroad.
Wbile several col.lntries have signed individual agreements with Cambodian authorities,
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the nuUority ofinternational projects are designed to support United Nations' Transitiona1
Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC) operations, whose function is to oversee the May 1993
democratic elections and the rehabilitation of the country. Some UNTAC
telecommunications projects, especially the establishment of VSAT termina1s, may be
absorbed. into the Cambodian infrastructure after' the withdrawal of the peacekeeping
mission.
1.6.1. AlUtraliG (U)

(U) A ten·year Business Cooperation Contract (BCC) was signed between an
Australian fU'm and Cambodia's DPT in February 1990 for the development ofCambodia's
in~rnational telecommunications sector. The first stage in the project included the
inltallation of an INTELSAT Vista earth station in 1990 with subsequent upgrades in
1991. A second agreement between the two parties was signed in November 1992. Under
the new agreement, the Australian firm will construct an internationaJ
telecommunications center, an INTELSAT satellite earth station, and an international
gateway for telephone exchange. The facilities are scheduled to be completed in 1993 and
will enable Cambodia to meet traffic demand for the next several years.
(U) In addition to the BCC. Australian entities have assisted UNTAC operations by
supplying satellite equipment. In August 1992 an Australian entity agreed to supply
UNTAC with mobile satellite communications equipment. The entity was to supply a
national satellite network, telephone switching facilities. voice and data links, a mobile
cellular network, and high-frequency and mobile trunked networks. Earth stations were
to be installed at nine primary sites during tbe first p~, and thon the network would
gradually be increased by fJ.fteen more stations in provincial towns and district centers.
The stations would be able to communicate with each other and be linked through an
international gateway in Phnom Penh. The network will probably stay in Cambodia when
UNTACpersonnelleave.
1.6.2.lndone,ia.(U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)
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7.S.3. Thailand (U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

(U) Thailand's Shinawatl"a group chairman has signed two concession contracts with
the ministers of Cambodia's Communications and Advertising ministries. The twentyyear contracts will permit Shinawatra to operate telephone and television projects in
Cambodia on a profit-sharing basis. In addition, Shinawatra will spend approximately US
$4 million f'or the installation of' 10,000 telephone lines using a "wireless local loop," and
possibly connecting Cambodia to the rest of the world through INTELSAT. The system
will be switched over to THAICOM-l, Thailand's first domestic satellite, in 1994.

7.7. Launda, Tat, and Command cSt Control FacRiUes (0)
(U) Cambodia's entire space infrastructure consists oftwo satellite earth stations, with
a third station under construction. However, temporary SATCOM facilities have been
established to support UNTAC operations.

7.7.1. Fiud Earth. Stations (U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

(U) The Cambodian government also maintains an INTELSAT ground station in the
capital, Phnom Penh. A 7.6-meter Vista satellite earth station was installed in Phnom
Penh in November 1990. The station, supplied by an Australian entity. was upp-aded in
March 1991 to receive international direct dial (IDD) services. Moreover, the stat;ion
received an up(p'8de in October 1991, and is capable of receiving intermediate data rate
(lDR) services.

I E.O. 13526, section IA(c)

(U) A third satelliie ground station is being built by an Australian entity at an
unapecif'led location. The planned INTELSAT Standard A station is scheduled to be

completed in 1993.

Te, lelltl!T "MI....
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7.7!1.. COm.m.ond & Control Facilities (U)
(m There are no command and control facilities located in Cambodia.

7.7.3. Lo.unch Facilities (U)

(m There are no satellite launch facilities located in Cambodia.
7.1.4. T,"i", Facilitiu (U)
(U) There are no satellite testing facilities located in Cambodia.

7.7.5. MiacellDlMOus (U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
1.8. Boo.Itera (U)
(U) The government orCambodia does not own or operate any launch boosters.

1.1. Typa of SateUita (U)
(U) Cambodia has not acquired the necessary technology to build and operate any type

ot satellite. Therefore, its use of satellite technology has been confined to communication
satellites operated by international organizations. However, remote sensing technology
and VSAT communications are currently being utilized by U.N.-sponsored programs
within Cambodia, which may make the technology more accessible in the future.
1.9.1. Meteorological and Remote Sensi.ng (U)
(U) Remote sensing applications have been used to assist various peacekeeping efforts

in Cambodia, including the effort to return millions ot refugees displaced by the Khmer
Rouge's reign ot terror. The areas of Cambodia's western and northwestern provinces were
evaluated for rehabilitating some three mi11ion returnees after assessing suitable land
use, soil quality, forest cover and agricultural potential using SPOT data.
1.9.2. Communication Satellite Program (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

1.9.3. VSAT(U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

(U) In January 1993 an American firm agreed to supply the United Nations with a
VSAT network in Cambodia. The network would enable U.N. officials to communicate
with each other and the rest of the world during Cambodia's transitional period. The
VSAT system will operate via Indonesia's PALAPA-B satellite series and will provide
buic telephone, facsimile, data and telex services. It is anticipated that the American
system will eventually be turned over to the Cambodian government in hope of rebuilding

TOR SEGARWMRIi':
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the nation's telecommunication infrastructure. The major concern with implementing the
system is that it could possibly fall into the hands of the Khmer Rouge. Despite thia,
analysts predict that Cambodia will be a prime market for low-eost VSAT technology.
because the country lacks adequate telephone service and VSATs are more atl'ordable than
alternative land line systems.

1.9.4. Scientifu: Satellite Program. (U)
(u) Cambodia neither supports nor has participated in any scientifiC satellite program.

1.9.5. Manned Space Program (U)
(u) Cambodia neither supports nor has participated in any manned space program.

'.10. 7'Nnda ((1J

em Much of Cambodia's future depends on the outcome of the May 1993 democratic
elections and the implementation of a new constitution. If peace is maintained in the
country, Cambodia may be able to use the technology left behind. by UNTAC units and
begin to rebuild its telecommunications infrastructure. Moreover. the lack of adequate
telecommunications in Cambodia makes it a prime marketplace for future investment.
However, the likelihood of Cambodian involvement in nontelecommunications space
endeavors before the year 2000 is nearly nonexistent.
8.0. LAOS (U)

'.1. Requirements (U)
(U) Laos has one of poorest communications structures in the Southeast Asian region,

leavin" many regions of the country isolated. The combination of the varied terrain and
aignalstrengths from surrounding countries has precluded the effective use of most nonsatellite means of communications. Improvements in the communications system,
especially an increasing reliance on satelUte communications, would permit isolated areas
to benefit from foreign investments.

,.2. GoaIa

((1)

(u) The government is trying to improve its telecommunications networks with the
implementation of several projects. The projects have been designed to achieve the
following objectives:

•

To improve the quality of telecommunications, introduce new technology. and
increase access to telecommunications
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•

To develop a national telecommunications network connecting at least the uuUor
provincial cities with the capital

•

To place a substantially expanded communications ministry on a sound fmancial
footin&, to enable it to generate sufficient revenues to cover its operating costs anc:l
increasingly meet its own need ror sustainin&, growth.

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

(U) Laos' telecommunications development program is 1I1.8Jl8.Ied by ~ Ministry of
Communications, Transport, Post" COnstruction, also called the Enterprise D'Etat Des
Postea Et Telecommunications Lao (EPTL). As of April 1993, the minister of EPTL wu
Mr. Souathong (Appendix D).

8.4. a.Jget (U)
(U) Laos' 1990 revenues were US $83 million with expenditures orus $188.5 million,
including capital expenditures orUS $94 million.
•

Withheld from
public release
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,.5. bdatrla Cfn
(U) A.. a result of a lack of expertise and resources, Laos bas no govemmental or
private industries producing indigenous space materials. All telecommunications
equipment is supplied and funded abroad.

.... Intematianal eaaperatian (0)
(U) Acceas to international satellite technology has aided in the improvement of Laos'
teleeommunications inf'rastructure. Most international assistance to Laos is derived from
pants awarded to IOvernments and/or fmns by the United Nations Development Program
(UNOP).

8.6.1. AuatraliG (U)
(U) A Vista earth station (INTELSAT Standard Dl) was completed in May 1990 with
lunding from an Australian entity. In July 1991, the Australian entity signed a five-year
contract with EPTL to upgrade the earth station with intermediate data rate (lOR)
capability and international direct dial (lOD) access. lDD access for incoming calls was
completed on 14 March 1992, while IDO for outgoing calls was scheduled to be completed
in June 1992. The value ofthecontraet is estimated to be $4 million (probably Australian
dollars). The completion of this effort cannot been confirmed at this time.
8.6.2. Chi1l4 (U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)
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E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

8.6.3. Common.U1eCllth. oflruJeperr.d.en.t States (U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

8.6.4. (hrnuzn.y(U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

8.6.5. Japan. (U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

8.6.6. SWltkn. (U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

8.6.7. ThGiland (U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)
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I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

B.6.B. VietMm (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

B.1• .r.....nch, rat, and Command" Control Faeilitia(U)

em Laos' entire spac:e infrastructure consists oftwo satellite earth stations.
B.1.1. Fiad Earth Statio"" (a)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

8. '1.J. CommtJnd & Control FaeUitiell (U)
(U) There are no satellite command and c;ontrol facilities in Laos.
8.7.3 Lo.ru,,dl. FaeUitiea (U)
(ll) There are no satellite launching £acilities in Laos.

8. '1.4. Tilting Facilities (U)
(U) There are no satellite testing facilities in Laos.

,.s. BaoIIt... (UJ
(U) The government of Laos does not own or operate any launch boosters.

, ... 2')pu of SclteUftu CUJ

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

8.9.1. Mel«lrological endRemot. Sensing (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

8.9.2. Communication SateUite Program (UJ

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

8.9.3. VSAT (U)

(U) There are no VSAT networks operating in Laos.
8.9.4. Scien.ti/ic Satellite Program (UJ
(U) Laos neither supports nor has participated in any scienurlC satellite program.
8.9.5. McnlWd Space Program (U)
(U) Laos neither supports nor has participated in any manned space program.
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. B.9.B. MiscellancoU8(U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
1.10. Tr8IdI (U)
(U) Infrastructure projects, including telecommunications, provide an attractive
avenue for U.S. business investment in Laos, especially as development assistance by
multilateral agencies, specificsHy the UN, the World Bank, and the Asian Development
Bank, have increased to help resolve the infrastructure problems.
9.0. THAILAND (U)

9..1.

RatuiNm-u ([1)

(U) Thailand has one oC the Castest growing economies in the world, and it is quickly
positioning itself to become a financial and telecommunications hub within Asia.
However. the telecommunications network within Thailand's borders serves a mere
fraction of the Thai population. The growth of telecommunications services has been
limited primarily to the induatrial and buainess sectors. whi,le growth in the rural parts ot
the country has been negliBible. Therefore. despite the continued efforts to improve
Thailand's market centers, it is the rural areas that require the greatest amount of work.

9..2. GoaLs (U)
(u) In April 1991 the government of Thailand announced its plans to spend
approximately US $2 billion a year on projects designed to improve its inadequate
telecommunications networks. These projects have been developed to achieve the
following objectives:

•

To meet the telecommunications demand over the next ten years by installing a
modern international telephone switching center

•

To continue the development of the communications network (TELEPORT) in
designated industrial areas

•

To facilitate better communications capabilities within the region by installing an,
optical fiber submarine cable, use of which will be interrelated with the satellite
communications network

lap ilERET ItMIItJIII
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To improve upon the INMARSAT mobile communications system to enable
ofticials and passengers in aircraft, ships, buses, trains and private vehicles to
communicate effectively by way of telephone, facsimile and data services

(U) In addition to the programs mentioned above, Thailand is actively pursuing its
desire to build and launch a communications satellite network. referred to as THAICOM,
by late 1993.

The organization of space activity in Thailand has been separated into two
miniatriel - the Ministry of Transport and Communications and the Ministry of Science,
Technology and Energy (Appendix E).
(U)

9.3.1. Minatry ofTraMport a.nd Commu.nicatioM (U)

All of Thailand's telecommunications services fan under the jurisdiction of the
Ministry oCTransport and Communications (MOTe). The MOTC is composed of the Space
Activities Commission, the Space Development Agency. and the Post and Telegraph
Department (PTD). Telecommunications services are divided further into two groups domestic and international. Domestic services are managed by the Telephone
Organization of Thailand (TOT), while international services are managed by
Communications Authority oC Thailand (CAT). Both are state-owned. enterprises and
controlled by the MOTC.

(U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

(U) The CAT. established. in 1974, is responsible Cor international telephone service to
countries not served. by TOT. CAT also regulates all international lease circuits for
telegraph and telex services. Furthermore. it is the INTELSAT signatory for Thailand.

9.3.2. Millittry of8cu1U:e, Technology aM EnerllY (U)

The Ministry or Science, Technology and Energy is primarily responsible lor
regulating all research and development programs within Thailand. Among the spacerelated entities within the ministry is the National Research Council otThailaDd. (NRCT),
responsible Cor remote sensing programs.
(0)
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I ..c. lb:Iget (U)
(U) Thailand's revenues for fiscal year 1992 were US $17.9 billion with expenditures of
US '11.9 billion, including capital expenditures of US $5 billion. Thailand spent a "mere"
US P4 million on telecommunications equipment in 1986, of whieh more than half was
spent on switching and transmission equipment. During 1990, Thailand's
telecommunications expenditures ballooned to US $443 million, an unprecedented growth
of 311 percent over the five-year period. Meanwhile, spending of US $774 million is
projected for the period from 1991 to 1995, demonstrating growth of approximately 75
percent.

9.5.lndwItria (U)
(U) Faced with remarkable economic growth during the last several years, the
government orThailand has loosened restrictions on business in an attempt to improve its
underdeveloped business communications and keep pace with the rest or Asia.
Deregulation has been the critical Cactor for the growth or telecommunications industries
in Thailand, especially in the VSAT market. A number or private companies are now
permitted to operate specialized telecom services on a concessionary basis with the Thai
govemmenl

9.5.1. Satellite Tekui,ion & Rcclio BroadccJBterB (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

(U) Thailand has a radio broadcasting network, Radio Thailand, that provides rour

SCPC audio channels and uses PALAPA-B2P. There are also five television channels in
Thailand that operate via an lOR INTELSAT V and an Indonesian PALAPA satellite
(TableS).

TOP E;IAIf WMI...
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TableS

Thailand·. Television Neiwork

Chan.nel

Broadcast,,,,. Compan.y

Satellite

3

Thai Television

INTELSAT V (lOR)

5

Army Television (HSA-TV) PALAPA-B2P

7

Bangkok Broadcasting"
TV Co. Ltd. (BBTV)

PALAPA-B2P

9

Mass Communications
Organization ofThailand

INTELSATV
(lOR)

11

Television ofThailand

National Thai TV Network

9.S.2. Home Sat~lliu Television (U)
(U) There are approximately 6,000 home TVRO systems in Thailand and four

Thai

companies dedicated to providing home satellite services. These companies include Spa
Communications Co. Ltd., a TVRO retailer, Thai Vasco Ltd., a TYRO manufacturer and
satellite consultant, Jebsen " Jessen Thailand Ltd., a TYRO distributor, and Lozley
Bangkok Ltd., a TVRO manufacturer.
9.6.3. Telephony (U)
(U) Acumen Co.• a private concessionaire authorized by the Telephone Organization of
Thailand (TOT). operates a ten-station digital domestic satellite network with INTELSAT

IBS access. The system operates on P ALAPA and was pur~hased from an American fum.

9.S.4. VSAT Communicotio1'l8 Companies (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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. 9.8. lnUrnGtitJnaI CooperatiGn (U)

(U) Through transponder lease agreements and joint ventures with foreign companies,
Thailand has been able to acquire advanced telecommunications technology. Access to
this technology has aided in the improvement or Thailand's telecommunications
infrastructure and strengthened its economic position within Southeast Asia.

9.6.1. ASIASAT(U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

9.6.2. AustnJlia. (U)

(U) Thailand's Samart Teleoms rormed ajoint venture with an Australian fmn for the
provision of a high-speed digital satellite data network for the Thai business community.
The Australian firm was to provide network engineering. network operations, and
marketing support to Samart Telcoms.
9.6.3. F,.o1l.Cs (U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

9.6.4. Indone.ia.(U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)
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E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

9.B.S. JcptU&(U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)
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I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
(u) Japan's Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. (NEe) has supplied Thailand with a
telecommunications network intended to provide service for television distribution via a
leased transponder on the PALAPA satellite. The network consists of a master earth
station with an ll-meter antenna, located in Bangkok, sixteen local stations with 7.5meter antennas, one local station with a 10-meter antenna, and three mobile stations with
4.5-meter antennas.

9.6.6. UniurdSttJte,(U)
(U) At the present time. Thailand's seBeC is receiving technical assistance from a U.S.

The U.S. rum has qreed to construct both THAlCOM-l and THAICOM-2 satellites
ror approximately US $100 million (see Section 9.9.2).

rll'lD.

9.7. Launch, Tat, and Command" Cardrol Factlitie.s(U)
(U) Thailand's space program is still in its infancy. so the government has been
focusing ita space-related resources on improving its telecommunications infrastructure,
including its remote sensing and INTELSAT ground stations. However, through.
international monetary and technical assistance, the Thai government has begun to
implement plans which wlll provide for space development and launch facilities in the
future.

9.7.1. FaedEarthStatiou(U)
(U) There are currently two main fixed earth stations located in Thailand - a remote
aensing station and an INTELSAT station <Table 7). There are also numerous ground
stations throughout the country which are used for Thailand's business network.

Table 7
Major Space Facilities in Thailand

Faci.lity Location Type ofFacilily

BE Number

Geo,raphic CoordiJvzte

Bangkhen

LAN DSATI
SPOT/MOS

Unknown

vie 1349N lOO30E

SiRacha

INTELSAT

Unknown

l306N lOOS6E

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

(U) A new satellite ground station near Bangkok has begun acquiring images from the
ERS-l environmental satellite. The US $1.5 million station became operational in early
1993 and will provide images of Southeast Asia. Meanwhile, a facility to process the
imq.. is allO
built and will be ready in late 1993 or early 1994.

bema

E.O. 13526, section l.4(c)
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I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
(U) On 21 August 1992 Thaisat, ajoint venture between Loxley Bangkok and a Hong
Kong finn. expressed interest in establishing an earth station in Chiang Mai. The station
would relay primarily television transmission signals from ASIASAT and serve as a back·
up control station. SCAC has protested the Thaisat plan, arguing that its exclusive right
of the THAICOM project will be atTeeted by what it perceives as competition from Tbaisat.
If the station is not approved by the Thai government, the Thaisat station could be located
in Singapore.

TableS
ISBN Ground Stations in Thailand

FacUityLocation

Geographic Coordinate

Bangkok (Master station)

1345N 10031E

ChiangMai

1847N 09859E

ChiangRai

1954N 09950E

Phitsanuloke

1650N 10015E

Nakhon Ratchasima

1458N 10207E

KhonKaen

1627N 10247E

Rayong

1239N 10116E

Phuket

0753N 09824E

HatYai

0701N 10028E

SuratThani

0907N 09921E

9.7.2. Command & Control Facilities (U)
(U) No command and control facilities have been identified in Thailand. However,
with the upcoming launch of Thailand's first communications satellite, the country may
move to upgrade an existing station. possibly Si Racha, or construct a new facility.

9.7.3. Launch Facilities (U)
(U) There are no satellite launch facilities located in Thailand. Thailand's first satellite
will be launched from French Guiana in South Ameriea.

9.7.4. Teating Facilitiea (U)
(U) There are no satellite testing facilities located in Thailand.

'Fap i.811' WMIItA
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The government of Thailand does not own or operate any launch boosters.
Shinawatra will rely on a French rocket booster, Ariane-44L. to place its future Thai
(ll)

satellite in orbit.

•••• Typa of ScrtelUta (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

9.9.1. Me~orologico.l and Remote Seruing (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

(ll) According to a report issued by the Indian Space Research Organization, the
TRSC'. major isiues include deforestation and erosion, while major remote sensing
aetivitiea involve disa.ter assessment, watershed, coastal zoning, and the environment.
The TRSC haa also been using LANDSAT data to map its tropical forest in an attempt to
preserve its diverse nora and Cauna.

(U) According to Vibulsresth, Thailand is in need of three types oC remote sensing

data. The first type of data is optical sensor and infrared sensor, similar to what they are

currently receiving from LANDSAT TM and SPOT. the resolution of which should be
improved to about 25 meters and be from a sixteen- or eighteen-day cycle. The second type
of data is the microwave sensor, or BAR data, that will become available through the ERS1. JEBS-1, and RADARSAT satellites. Finally, Thailand would like to receive wide area
coverage data with a l-km resolution.
9.9.2. CommurUCGtion. Satellite Program (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

(U) The BUS system of THAICOM is a lightweight. spin-stabilized, model H8-376

(Appendix Fl. The system has dimenaions of 2.16 X 6.6 meters and an initialon-station
weiaht of 829kg. Each THAICOM satellite has a mission lifetime expectancy of thirteen to
fifteen years and will be equipped with ten C-band and two Ku-band transponders. The c..
band transponders, with bandwidths of 36 MHz, will use the following frequencies:

•

RX: 5.925· 6.425 GHz

•

TX: 3.700·4.200 GHa

The C-banda will be powered by l1-watt solid-state power amplifiers (SSPAs) and will
produce a minimum ElRP of 37 dBw over Thailand and 35 dBw at the edge of the beam
over the North Pacific. The C-band footprint will include Thailand and neighboring
countries including Malaysia, Singapore. Indonesia. Laos. Cambodia, Vietnam, Burma,
China. Taiwan. Korea. and Japan (ftgW'e 11).
(U) The two Ku-band.transponders. with bandwidths of 54 MHz. will use the following
frequencies:

•

RX.: 14.3159 - 14.4951 GHz

•

TX: 12.5679 - 12.7471 GHz

The Ku--bancis will be powered by 5Q.-watt travelling wave tube amplu18rs (TWTAa), and
will produce a minimum ElRP or 51 dBw at beam center. Its footprint will include all of
Southeast Asia (figure 12). The operational control and management of the THAICOM
satellites, including station keeping, mission analysis, and ranging and network
IllI.l18.pment, will be set up at an unspecified location. Ground communication Cor
domestic communications will be composed oC various functional divisions suc:h as a
pteway station. VSATs and mobile stations.
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PeakElAP:
1It contour:
2nd contotr.
3rdcontow:
4th cantour:

5th contour.

Fig. 11. THAICOM's C-baIIa satellite coveJ'qe (U)

PeakEIRP:
1st contour:

and cm'ItoUr:
3rd contour!
4th contaur;
5th contour:
Fi• .l2. THAICOM'II XU·band satellite covel'llle (U)
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(U) Around October 1992, THAICOM-l
was to be launched into geosynchronous orbit
on an Ariane-44L (figure 13) space launch
vehicle from Kourou. French Guiana. The
satellite is a Spelda Dedicated Satellite
(SOS), allowing it to be integrated in a Spelda
compartment (dual launch external carrier
structure) inside the Ariane nose fairing, and
placed in orbit under extremely economieal
dual-launch conditions. THAfCOM-l will be
"roomed" wit.h the ~exican-owned
Solidaridad-IA satellite and placed into its
assigned orbital location of 101.5 degrees
east, 85,000 km above Bangkok. On 31 July
1992 Thailand signed an agreement with
Arianespace to launch its US $35 million
second telecommunications satellite, THAICOM-2. into its assigned orbit of78.5 degrees
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east at the end of 1994. The geostationary satellite will also be launched from a pad in
French Guiana.
(U) Shinawatra has won a government commitment that public sector users with
lea... to other satellites will switch to its satellite when contracts expire. This
commitment includes the five national Thai television networks, Radio Thailand, and the
VSAT networks of Compunet and Samart. The company will also use its satellites for its
other operations, including mobile phone, cable television, data communications and
pasina services Cor private businesses and communieations links for the Thai government
and military. In addition, Shinawaw intends to use the satellites to transmit numerous
entertainment channels directly to Thai homes. The channels are presently transmitted
terrestrially in major urban areas usinc multichannel multipoint distribution service.
(MYDS) frequencies. Compulsory use oCThai satellites is seen as crucial to the economic
viability of the coatly private investment seheme.

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

9.9.3. VSAT (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

,4

(U) On 11 January 1993, a U.S. company agreed to provide a US
million VSAT
network to Thai SkyCom Ltd. The network will provide satellite-based data, voice,
facsimile, and video communications services to businesses and governments throughout
the Asia-PaciClC region. The network will operate via ASIASAT and PALAPA-B4
satellites. Moreover, it will be able to hook into Thailand's public network. operated by
CAT, to otTer communications across national borders. The iU'St stage of the network

,e, I. . . . WMlRA
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consists ofa turnkey II~meter satellite hub, a"4.5-meter minihub, fifty VSAT terminals,
and ten digital MCPC terminals. The VSAT network is expected. to be fully operational by
JUly 1993.

9.9.4. Scientific SGleUitB Program (U)
(Ol Thailand does not participate in any scientific satellite program.

9.9.5. MlUIMd Space Program (U)
(u) Thailand neither supports nor has participate in any manned space program.

'.JO. rr.... (U)
(Ol Thailand .ia rapidly improving and expanding on its ,telecommunications abilities
and is positioni.nc itselt to become a technological and fmaneialleader within Southeast
Aaia. The country has access to the technology and foreign resources necessary to develop
a dome.tic space program capable of meeting the country's communications requirements
well into the nen century, as evidenced by their committment to THAICOM-l and
THAICOM-2. Moreover, the Thai government is broadening its use of remote sensing
technology in an attempt to solve domestic and regional problems.

10.0. VIETNAM (V)

(U) In recent years, Vietnam has developed its telecommunications networks

remarkably, enabling ~or Vietnamese cities to communicate via satellite to almost any
part of the world. However, in remote rural areas of the country. the development.
installation, and use of mobile domestic small satellite communication systems. including
VSATs, are ltill required for both rural telecommunications and public broadcasting. The
primary obJtacle hindering the continued development is the lack of hard currency
necessary to attract foreign telecommunications projects.

JO.,. Goab (U)
The government of Vietnam has mapped out a strategic plan for the
modernization of its telecommunications networks through the year 2000. The first phase
or the plan, implemented during 1990-1992, was designed to achieve the following
objectives:
• To establish an optical fiber cable link from Hanoi to Ho Chi Minh City with the
capacity of 140 Mbls. The purpose will be to carry all telecommunicat.ions services,
:including color television and radio broadcasting.
(U)

•

To establish an optical fiber cable link with the, capacity of 34 Mbls for the
country's southern provinees.
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•

To establish microwave links with the capacity 0{2 Mbls, 4 Mbls and 8 Mbls for the
northern provinces and the Cuu Long River Delta..

•

To cooperate with foreign countries to assembJe and manufacture narrow-band
microwave equipment, data transmission modems, and electronic exchanges of
smalI capacity.

•

To research and develop ISDN in some areas, and gain experience to develop it
during the next phase of the modernization plan.

•

To cooperate with other countries to upgrade Vietnam's national training centers
to provide the experts with sufficient knowledge and capabilities to manage,
operate, and maintain the telecommunication networks.

JO.3. Qog'anizatianal Structure (UJ

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

(U) In addition. each cityltown has its own Post and Telephone company/organization
which Calls under the jurisdiction of the DGPT. These entities are responsible for
providing and distributing non-infrastructure equipment (e.g., telephones, pagers.
facsimile equipment. etc.). Ho Chi ?Iinh City's Post and Telephone company is the most
highly developed communications distribution entity on the local level.

10.4. l:UIget (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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10.5. Irdatria ((1)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

10..6• .lnhrnaticInrd cooperatian ((1)
(U) Sinee the end of the Vietnam War, U.S. companies have been prohibited from
dealing with Vietnam, the single exception being the lifting of reatrictions on telephone
communications in late 1992. This has spurred a recent- influx of foreign (U'lDS into
Vietnam, with e&(:h rlml trying to secure an upper hand in the country before the U.S. li.fts
ita sanctions. However, despite Vietnam's attempt at loosening restrictions for foreign
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firms to conduct business in the country, all telecommunications companies must still
work with and through the DOPT.
10.6.1. ASIASAT(U)

(U) In April 1991, the Vietnamese government signed a memorandum oC
understanding (MOU) with the Hong Kong-based consortium running the ASlASAT-1
telecommunications satellite. The MOU was seen as a means of boosting Vietnam's
international telecommunications capacity.
10.6.2. Australia (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

10.6.S. Chil14(U)

(U) Vietnam and China officially reopened direct telephone links on 22 September
1991 in an attempt to improve relations between the two countries. Furthermore. a new
communication line through an INTELSAT satellite between the Vietnam News Agency
and China's News Agency was put into commission in Hanoi on 1 February 1992. (n the
past, communications between the two agencies was carried out through high frequency
transmisaion.
10.6.4. Com.monwealth ollndependen.t Stote. (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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10.6.5. F1'GFU:C (U)

CU) Vietnam and France aiped a series of accords in Hanoi on 10 February 1993. The
French rum Alcatel and Vietnam's DGPr agreed to rorm a Hanoi-basedjoint venture rmn,
Alcatel Network Systems Vietnam, to manufacture, market and service Alcatel's 1000
EtO digital switching system. The joint venture will also have an international service
center employing Vietnamese engineers to work on AJeatel's switching sites outside
Vietnam. The new venture is part of a cooperation which Alcatel began with Vietnam in
1987.

10.6.6.1n.di4 (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

1.0.B.7.Indonaia(U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

10.6.8. Japan(U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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.110.6.9. T,",Wmd(u)
I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c) I
(U) Chatichai Choonhavan, former prime minister or Thailand, travelled to Vietnam
from 20 to 22 December 1992 to propose a joint telecommunications satellite project.
Statiq "the Indochina battlefield m~t be turned into a marketplace," Choonhavan noted
that the project would allow the countries to collaborate and develop their economies.

10.6.10. United StD.t" (UJ

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

10.1• .l..cIunch, T&It, and Command" Cantrol Facilities (U)
(U) As a result of a dependence on international monetary assistance, the Vietnamese
government is unable to afford space development and launch facilities. Therefore, the
government focuses its space-related resources primarily on improving its telecommunications infrastructure..

10.1.1. Fiud Rarth. Sta.tiOM (UJ

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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10.1.2. Com,,",nd &: Control FacUities

eU) There are no command and control facilities located in Vietnam.
10.,1.3. Launch Facilities (U)

eU) There are no satellite 1auneh faciJities located in Vietnam.
10.1.4. Testing FacUUie8(U)

(U) There are no satellite testing lacilities located in Vietnam.
10.1.S. Mucella.neous (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
JO.8. Boost... ((1)
(U) The government of Vietnam I'does not own or operate any launch boosters.

JO.... Typea of SatelUtea (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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10.9.1. Jlekorologicol ond Remote Sensing (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

('V) Vietnam's National Center (or Scientific .Research (NCSR) receives data from
LANDSAT. Mlijor remote sensing activities involve coastal studies, forestry, land use, and
crop inventory.

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

10.9.2. Communication SateUite Program (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

10.9.3. VSAT (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

10.9.4. Scienli./ic SateUit. Progrum (U)
(U) Vietnam neither supports nor has participated in any scientific satellite program.
10.9.5. Ma.nMd Space ProfrG.m (U)

(U) Vietnam does not maintain a manned space program, but the government has sent
a cosmonaut into space with the assistance of the Cormer Soviet Union. Vietnam bad one
eoamonaut, Air Force colonel Pham Tuan. who flew to the SALYuT-6 space station as the
cosmonaut-researcher on SOYuZ-37 in July 1980. Colonel Tuan and his Soviet colleague.
performed. a series of medical, earth resources, and materials sciences experiments
designed by Vietnamese scientists. Colonel Tuan stayed seven days and new down in
SOYuZ-36.

10.9.S. M;"cella.neous (U)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
JO.JO. TIwIda ((I)

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

(U) Despite the recent attempts to modernize the country's telecommunications
services. Vietnam's lack or hard currency will probably restrict its space-related endeavors
during the next several years.
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11.0. CONCLUSION AND APPENDICES
(U) M strong economic growth in Southeast Asia continues, the use of satellite
technology is beinl seen as a necessity towards both political and ecooomic development.
Additionally. countries with inadequate telecommunications can now bypass the painful
and expensive periods or development, benefiting' from the decreasinl costs of satellite
technology.
(U) Theae new technologies may open the door to future applications by permitting
satellite equipment suppliers and manwaeturers to benefit from the largely untapped
buin, while providing a new source oreconomic growth ror the relion. Moreover. regional
ttlevision proeramro..inl broadcast via satellites may provide the opportunity to influence
an enormous audience that has been both isolated and possibly misunderstood.

Notes(U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)
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Appendix A
INTELSAT Standard Earth Stations (U)

Stlmdartl

Anten.n.a.izc (mete,,)

A

15-18

B

10-13

C

11-1"

Service range

Frequency bond (GHz)

International voice,

814

International voice,

!l/4

International voice,
data, and TV, IBS, and

14111

data. and TV,IBS, and
IDR
data. and TV, IBS, and
IDR

IDR

D1

4.5-8

Vista

614

D2

11

Vista

6/4

El

3.5-4.5

IBS

14111, 14112

E2

5.5-7

IBS,IDR

14111, 14112

E3

8-10

IBS,IDR

14111, 14112

FI

4.5-5

IBS, IDR

614

F2

5.5-7

IBS,IDR

61"

F3

9-10

International voice

6/"

G

All sizes

International lease

614, 14111. 14112

Z

All sizes

Domestic lease

614, 14111, 14112

10. EE"'" YUIIk\

and data,lBS and IDR
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O....anization ofSpace Actimies in Burma (t1)
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AppendixC
Organization of Spaee Activities in Cambodia (U)

MiDisbr. So Klmm
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AppendixD
Organization otSpace Actirid.. in Lao. (U)
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AppendixE
Organbation ofSpaee Activities ira Thailand (U)
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AppendbF
THAICOM-l and THAICOM-! at a Glance (U)

Operational History
Orbital Assignment:
Launch Dates(s):
Launch Vehicle:

Status:

Design Lite:

Communications Payload
Frequency Band(s):

Active Channels:

101.5 and 78.5 degrees East Longitude
December 1993 and mid-1994

THAICOM-l: Ariane-4
THAICOM-2: To be determined
Under construction
13-US years

Receive: 14.315g.,.14.495 and 5.925J'6.425 GHz
Transmit: 12.5679.r12.7471 and 3.7"'4.2 GHz
2 Ku-band channels (27 or 54 MHz wide)
Plus 1 back-up channel
Kl- 12.549 GHz; K2 -12.6575 OHz
KS -12.7201 GHz
10 C-band channels (36 MHz wide)
Plus 2 back-up channels
COl- 3.720 GHz; Co2 -3.760 GHr.
C03 - 3.800 GHz; C04 - 3.760 GRr.
C05 - 3.880 GHz; C06 - 3.920 GHr.
C07 - 3.960 GHz~ C08 - 4.000 GRz

C09-4.040GHz;CI0-4.0800Hr.

Polarization:

Sirnal Power (EIRP):

Cl1- 4.120 OHz; C12 -4.160 OHz
Ku-band: horizontal on downlink
C-band: Vertical on downlink

Coverage Area: .

Ku-band: 51d8W at beam center
C-band: 37 dBW over Thailand
35 dBW over North Pacific
Ku-band: 8 dBiK
C-band: 5 dBiK
Ku-band: Southeast Asia

TWTAPower:
SSPAPower:

Ku-band: 47 watts
C-band: 11 watts

Uplink Gfl':

Capacity:

Spacecraft

Satellite Type:

Manufacturer:
Initial On-5tation Weight:

Dimenaiona:
Elect.rical Power:

C-band: Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore,
Indonesia, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam,
Burma, China, Taiwan, Korea, and Japan
14 television channels

Ligtweight version otH8-376
American company

629 kg (l,383.Slbs) on station
2.16m diameter, 8.6m height
700 watts at beginningoflite
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